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1. INTRODUCTION AND NOTATIONS 
Throughout this paper R will denote a commutative ring with unit. We 
shall consider a system of linear equations with coefficients in R given by 
(S):A.ir:=& 
where A = (au) is a (m x n)-matrix with entries in R and g = (pi, . . . . z,,)~ 
and 6 = (6,, . . . . b,)’ are column vectors with coordinates in R. We shall 
denote by (A 18) the augmented matrix of the system; that is, the 
m x (n + 1)-matrix obtained from A by adding the column matrix 8. If 
f: R + R’ is a ring homomorphism we shall denote by (f(S)) the system of 
linear equations over R’ given by 
(f(s)) :f(A) . ic =.fm 
where f(A) = (f(a,)) and f(d) = (f(b,), . . ..f(b.))‘. In particular, if # is a 
prime ideal of R and f: R + R, is the canonical homomorphism we shall 
put (S#) to denote (f(S)). 
For each integer p 2 0, @*(A) will denote the ideal of R generated by all 
the (p xp)-minors of A. Setting “?&(A) = R and %$,(A)= (0) for 
p 2 min(m, n) we have 
We say that the rank of matrix A, rank(d), is the largest nonnegative 
integer p such that aP(A) # (0). We put 4Y(A)=eP(A), where 
p = rank, (A). If f: R + R’ is a ring homomorphism we have 
%p(A)-R’=‘@p(f(A)), 
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and consequently 
rank,(A) > rank.,(f(A)). 
If (S): A . z = 4 has a solution in R then rank,(A) = rank,(A 14). In the 
classical case, when R is a field, this condition is sufficient, too. But in the 
general case (R is a commutative ring), this condition is not sufficient to 
assure that a solution exists. However, when m > n, D. W. Sharpe [3] gives 
a sufficient condition, involving the grade of an ideal, to assure that a solu- 
tion exists. In fact, if for an ideal a of R and an R-module M we denote 
by Gr, (a; M) the true grade or polynomial grade of a on M (see [2, 
p. 148]), then the system (S) has a solution in R if the following statements 
hold: 
(i) rank.(A)=rank.(AI&)=n. 
(ii) Gr, {9(A); R} > 2. 
Moreover, by a theorem of N. H. McCoy, this solution is unique. 
In this paper we shall consider the problem of the existence of a solution 
for a system of linear equations in cases where this solution may not be 
unique. The results that we obtain are based on the theory of polynomial 
grade and on the theory of finite free resolutions. When one considers the 
case m > n these results are equivalent to that given by D. W. Sharpe. 
2. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
Let R[ T] be the polynomial ring in one indeterminate over R. If (S) is 
a system of linear equations over R then (S) can be considered as a system 
over R[ T]. The following result gives a first connection between the theory 
of grade and the existence of a solution of a system of linear equations over 
RCTI. 
LEMMA 1. Let (S): A . g = 4 be a system of linear equations over R such 
that 
(i) rank.(A)=rank.(AI&). 
(ii) Gr, {q(A); R} 2 1. 
Then there exists a nonzero divisor s(T) E R[ T] such that the system 
A.g=s(T).& 
has a solution in R[ T]. 
Proof Let R* be the full ring of fractions of R[ T] and let f: R -+ R* 
be the canonical injective ring-homomorphism. If rank, (A) =p and 
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i A i, . . . . A,} is a system of generators of %$,(A) then, by [2, p. 1521, 
1,+&T+ ... + 1, TN- ’ is a nonzero divisor in R[ T]. So we have the 
equalities 
92 (f(A)) = G!Jf (f(A)1 f(J)) = ‘_o’ 
if hap+1 
P P R if h<p. 
Now, by [ 1, Corollary 31, the system f(A). rz: =f(&) has a solution in R*. 
If (~(1 (WI ( T), . . . . u, ( W, (T)) is a solution of (f(S)), then the system of 
linear equations 
A .G=s(T).e, 
where s(T)=nyZns,(T), has a solution in R[T]. 
Now we shall set some terminology: 
- For a (m x n)-matrix A we shall denote by (Pi the R-module 
homomorphism that with regard to the canonical bases is defined by 
(PA(F)=A.G 
- Let cp: R” -+ R’ be a homomorphism of free R-modules. If B (resp. 
B’) is the matrix of cp relative to the bases /I, (resp. /l;) and b2 (resp. p;) 
of R” and R’ respectively then for all p > 0 we have 
“ll,(B)=@p(B’). 
This allows us to put for all p 2 0 
and in particular we put 
@p(cp) = @p(B)? 
Wcp) = wm 
rank,(q) = rank.(B). 
- Finally, we put GrR{a} insteadofGr.{a; R}. 
LEMMA 2. Let 
be an exact sequence of finite free R-modules. Let s be a nonzero divisor in 
R and let i? be the quotient ring RI(s). Suppose that 
GrR{WIClp)l a~+ 1, p = 1, 2, . ..) t. 
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Then the complex of finite free kmodules 
(C):o-F,~~*;,,,...-~2~F,“‘~~, 
where Fi = Fi @ i? and $ i = $ i 0 Id R, is an exact complex. 
Proof: By [2, p. 1933 to prove the result is equivalent to showing that 
the following properties hold: 
(i) Gr,{%($,)} 2p for p= 1, 2, ..;, t. 
(ii) rank,- (tj,) = rank,-(P,). 
(iii) rank,-(tJ,+ 1) + rank,-($,) = rankR(Fp) for 1 <p < t. 
Put rp = rank, ($,). By the equality 
%p(S,)=%+s*,bR 
and the hypothesis 
GrR {@($,)I 2~ + 1, p = 1) 2, . ..) t, 
we have erJ$,) # (0) and hence 
ranb&) = rank,($,). 
Since (C) is an exact complex and rank.(F,) = rankR(Fp) it follows that 
conditions (ii) and (iii) hold for (C). 
Next we shall see that statement (i) holds. First, we have the equalities 
GrR{W$,)) =G~R{@!($~).~) =G~R{(W$J+(S)).R) 
- - 
= Gr,- {(@(tip) + (s)) -R; R}. 
By [2, p. 1571 it follows that 
GeK{(@(II/,) + (s)) .R R) = GrR {@(II/,) + (~1; R}, 
and by [2, p. 1521 we have 
Gr, {*(tip) + (~1; R) = GrR {@(tip) + (s)> - 1. 
Therefore 
GrR {W$,)> = Gr, {*(ICI,) + @)I- 12 GrR {W$,)l - 12~. 
3. MAIN RESULTS 
THEOREM 3. Let (S): A . g = 8 be a system of linear equations and 
assume that there exists an exact sequence 
vt-1 (C):0- F,A F,+,- . ..-p 2 L%R~~GR~. 
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where each F, is a finite free R-module. If the following conditions 
(i) rank,(d) = rank,(,4 (6). 
(ii) Gr, (%(cp,)} >p + 1 for all p 3 2 and Gr, (@(A)) >, 2, 
are verlyied then (S) has a solution in R. 
Proof By Lemma 1, there exists a nonzero divisor s(T) E R[ T] such 
that the system 
A .gz=s(T).J, 
has a solution in R[T]. Let @(T)=(cr,(T), . . . . cc,(T)) be a solution. 
Since the canonical homomorphism R + R[ r] is flat then the exact 
sequence of finite free R[ T]-modules 
(C)OR[T]:O-F,[T]~FI_,[T]-...-,Fz[T] 
R 
-% R[T]“* R[T]“, 
where 1+9~ = cp,@ Id,,,, and $A = (Pi 0 Id,,,,, verifies the hypothesis of 
Lemma 2. Therefore, if R[T] denotes the quotient ring R[T]/(s(T)), the 
complex of R [ T]-modules 
(C)@R[T]:O-FJT]*F,+,[T]-...-+FJT] 
R 
“i, R[T]“% R[T]“, 
is an exact complex. - - 
Let g(T) be the column vector (a,(T), . . . . CI,( T)), where c(~( T) is the 
canonical image of cri(T) in R[T]. By the equality 
A .cx(T)=s(T).& 
it follows that 
al(T) E Ker($,) = Im($d. 
So there exists j?(T) E R[ T] such that 
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Hence 
~*(P(T))-cr(T)=s(T)._u, 
where _u E R[ T]“. Applying GA we have 
~A(~*(P(T)))-IC/A(C~(T))=S(T).I~/A(_U). 
Since tj.+, . ti2 = 0, it follows that 
-~A(c~(T))=~(T).~A(~~), 
or equivalently 
Therefore 
-A.g(T)=s(T).A.g. 
-s(T).&=s(T).A .g. 
Since s(T) is a nonzero divisor in R[T], it follows that the system 
(S) : A . z = J has a solution in R[ T] and consequently (S) has a solution 
in R. 
COROLLARY 4. Let (S) : A . g = 4 be a system of linear equations and 
assume that there exists a finite free resolution 
O----+ F,* F,-, ‘I-’ - . ..- F+-+R”~ R”. 
If the conditions 
(i) rank,(A) = rank,(A 1 g). 
(ii) Gr, {%(A)} 2 t + 1, 
are verified then (S) has a solution in R. 
Proof: By [2, p. 1971 we have 
Rad{%(A)} sRad(4%(cp,)} s ... sRad{%(cp,)}, 
where for an ideal c1 of R we denote by Rad {a} the radical ideal of ~1. Since 
Gr,{cr}=Gr,{Rad{cr}}, we have 
GrR(~((Pp)}~GrR{~(A)}~t+l~P+l. 
Thus the result follows from the theorem. 
COROLLARY 5. Let (S): A . g = & be a system of linear equations and 
assume that there exists an exact sequence 
O-P,- P,p,+ . ..- P,----+ R”s R”, 
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where each Pi is a finitely generated flat module. If the conditions 
(i) rank,(A) = rank,(d 14). 
(ii) Gr, {@(A)} B t + 1, 
are verified then (S) has a solution in R. 
Proof: For two ideals a and fi of R, p a prime ideal, we have 
GrR{a}<GrRfi{a.Rb}. 
Therefore, by Corollary 4, it follows that for each prime ideal +Z of R the 
system (S,) has a solution. Hence, by [ 1, Proposition 11, (S) has a 
solution. 
Remark. Let R be the polynomial ring k[T,, T2], where k is a field, 
and let (S) be the system 
Then (S) has no solution in R but it verities the following properties: 
(i) rank,(d) = rank,(d I&) = 1. 
(ii) Ge,{%?(A)}=Gr,{(T,, T2)}=2. 
(iii) There exists an exact sequence 
where (p2 is defined by the matrix (- T,, T, )‘. 
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